Rare-earth silicide thin films on the Si(111) surface
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Despite the large and growing interest on silicide thin films on Si(111), our knowledge of these systems is still fragmentary. A multitude of surface reconstructions or nanostructures with different periodicities has been observed, depending on the rare earth species and rare-earth coverage [8–12,18,20–25]. Unfortunately, not all the silicide structures appear in both microscopy and diffraction experiments, which hinders the investigations. The observed structures are characterized by different stoichiometries and heights. For Dy, e.g., a full monolayer results in a film with \( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} \) periodicity and DySi\(_2\) hexagonal structure, multilayer silicides grow in a film with \( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} \) periodicity and Dy\(_5\)Si\(_5\) composition, while submonolayer coverage results in structures with \( 2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3} \) or \( 5 \times 2 \) periodicity [10].

The aim of the present paper is therefore to provide a comprehensive overview on the rare-earth silicide films observed by microscopy or electron diffraction, characterize them, and propose a corresponding microscopic model. To this end, we combine \( \textit{ab initio} \) thermodynamics with surface sensitive experimental techniques such as LEED, STM, surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD), and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES). A phase diagram showing the stable silicide phase depending on the rare-earth availability is calculated. The phase diagram shows that a multitude of structures with different periodicity and stoichiometry can be formed at given thermodynamic conditions. The structural models of the stable phases are discussed in detail and employed to compute simulated STM images within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation. The simulated STM images are then used to interpret the corresponding experimental data. Moreover, the calculated band structures of the stable surface terminations are compared with ARPES measurements, in order to assign the measured bands to the corresponding electronic states. For the sake of clarity, we reproduce here some experimental data from Refs. [12,20] concerning the silicide phases with \( 5 \times 2 \) and \( 1 \times 1 \) periodicity. Calculations are performed using Dy (atomic number 66) as a prototypical trivalent rare earth. Additional calculations are performed for silicides formed by Y, Tb, and Er as further trivalent rare earths (atomic numbers
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39, 65, and 68, respectively). This allows for a comparison between the different rare-earth ions and to outline chemical trends, e.g., related to the lanthanide contraction.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the theoretical foundations of the ab initio thermodynamics and the computational details of the calculations. The sample preparation and characterization together with the experimental details are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present and discuss the results of this combined investigation for each examined film structure. Finally, Sec. V summarizes the main results of this work.

II. THEORY

A. Methodology

Total-energy density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed within the generalized gradient approximation [30] (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof formulation [31] as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [32,33]. In order to test the dependence of our results on the exchange and correlation functional, additional calculations within the local density approximation (LDA) have been performed, whenever the total energy difference of commensurate slabs modeling competing structures with the same stoichiometry was smaller than 60 meV. Projector augmented wave [34,35] (PAW) potentials with projectors up to \( l = 1 \) for \( H \), \( l = 2 \) for \( Si \), and \( l = 3 \) for \( Y \) and for the rare-earth atoms as well as a plane-wave cutoff of 400 eV have been used. As no other valence state than \( \text{RE}^{3+} \) has been observed for the rare-earth ions in the silicide structures, we constrain the valence state of the investigated rare-earth ions treating \( n - 1 \) electrons as core states. This approach, commonly referred to as frozen-core method, allows for a proper treatment of the lanthanides within DFT [36–38]. Thereby a number of \( 4 (3s^2 3p^6), 11 (4s^2 4p^6 5s^2, 4d^1), \) and \( 9 (5d^1 5p^6 6s^2) \) valence electrons is considered for \( Si \), \( Y \), and the other rare-earth atoms, respectively.

Bulk rare-earth silicides crystallize in several phases with hexagonal, tetragonal, or orthorhombic structures and \( \text{RESi}_2-x \) stoichiometry \((0.1 \leq x \leq 0.5)\), where \( RE \) stands for rare earth. The occurring structure depends on the nature of the rare earth, the value of \( x \), and the temperature [40,41]. Because of their almost perfect lattice match, only hexagonal stoichiometric \( \text{RESi}_2 \) phases with \( \text{AlB}_2 \) structure (space group \( D_{6h}^1 \)) are considered in this work [41]. The total energies of \( \text{RESi}_2 \) bulk silicides in the hexagonal phase have been calculated using primitive cells consisting of three atoms and optimizing the respective lattice constants within \( \Gamma \)-centered \( 8 \times 8 \times 4 \) \( k \)-point meshes [42]. The considered elemental rare earths crystallize above room temperature in a metallic hexagonal close-packed structure (space group \( D_{6h}^1 \)) [41]. They are modeled by unit cells consisting of two atoms and \( \Gamma \)-centered \( 12 \times 12 \times 12 \) \( k \)-point meshes [42]. This approach allows to reproduce the lattice parameters within 2\% of the measured values. The calculated lattice parameters are listed in Table I along with the experimental values for comparison.

Simulated constant-current STM images are calculated within the Tersoff-Hamann model [48,49] on the basis of partial densities of states (LDOS). A careful interpretation of the calculated images is necessary, as tip effects—which are neglected within this approach—can play an important role in the STM imaging process [50]. Nonetheless, this

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodicity</th>
<th>( n_{\text{RE}} )</th>
<th>( \theta )</th>
<th>( n_{\text{tot}} )</th>
<th>( k ) points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 \times 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>( 12 \times 12 \times 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>( 12 \times 12 \times 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3} )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>( 6 \times 6 \times 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 \times 2</td>
<td>2–8</td>
<td>0.2–0.8</td>
<td>134–157</td>
<td>( 6 \times 6 \times 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this equation, \( m_e \) is the mass of the free electron, \( \hbar \) the reduced Planck constant, and \( \epsilon(k) \) the Kohn-Sham electronic states, which are fitted in the \( i/j \) direction to estimate the effective mass of electrons (highest occupied state) or holes (lowest unoccupied state).

The effective mass tensor is estimated in harmonic approximation [46,47] as

\[
\left( \frac{1}{m^\star} \right)_{ij} = \frac{m_e}{\hbar^2} \frac{\partial^2 \epsilon(k)}{\partial k_i \partial k_j}.
\]
method often provides a fairly good qualitative prediction of the experimental observations.

B. Thermodynamic framework

The experimentally observed silicide films on the Si(111) surface are characterized by a different rare-earth content, i.e., by a different stoichiometry. In order to compare the formation energy of silicide films with different composition, we use the thermodynamic grand-canonical potential (or Landau potential) \( \Omega \), approximated as \([51,52]\)

\[
\Omega(\mu_{\text{Si}}, \mu_{\text{RE}}) \approx E_{\text{DFT}}(N_{\text{Si}}, N_{\text{RE}}) - \sum_{i=\text{Si,RE}} \mu_i N_i. \tag{2}
\]

In this equation, \( E_{\text{DFT}}(N_{\text{Si}}, N_{\text{RE}}) \) is the DFT total energy of a slab containing \( N_{\text{Si}} \) silicon atoms and \( N_{\text{RE}} \) rare-earth atoms. \( \mu_{\text{Si}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{RE}} \) are the corresponding chemical potentials and represent the experimental growth conditions. The sum in Eq. (2) also extends to the H atoms employed to saturate the Si dangling bonds at the bottom side of the slabs.

As the free energy of the film structures (\( F = U - TS \), with \( U \) being the internal energy) should be used rather than the DFT total energy, Eq. (2) represents an approximation. However, this approximation is valid as long as the contribution of the film formation entropy \( S \) to its energy at a given temperature is similar for the different silicide films. Furthermore, considering that the influence of the pressure variation on the film energy can be neglected, and that one expects a compensation of the effects of the zero point vibrations on the total energy and on the chemical potentials, the total energy \( E \) is usually replaced by the DFT total energy \( E_{\text{DFT}} \) in explicit calculations [51].

The Landau potential \( \Omega \) is expressed as a function of the chemical potentials \( \mu_{\text{Si}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{RE}} \), which are the variables in Eq. (2). However, the thermodynamically allowed range for these variables is constrained by several conditions. The upper limits are given by the bulk phases:

\[
\mu_i \leq \mu_i^{\text{bulk}} \quad i = \text{Si,RE}. \tag{3}
\]

Furthermore, the silicide films are in equilibrium with the Si substrate, which represents an infinite reservoir of Si atoms. This pins the value of \( \mu_{\text{Si}} \) to \( \mu_{\text{Si}}^{\text{bulk}} \) and allows to express the Landau potential as \( \Omega = \Omega(\mu_{\text{RE}}) \). The RE chemical potential can be controlled experimentally with the amount of rare earth deposited on the Si substrate before annealing.

If we restrict our investigation to silicide phases with a given stoichiometry \( \text{RE}_x\text{Si}_y \), the lower limit of \( \mu_{\text{RE}} \) is given by

\[
\alpha \mu_{\text{Si}} + \beta \mu_{\text{RE}} = \mu_{\text{Si,RE}}^{\text{bulk}}, \tag{4}
\]

whereby we use \( \mu_{\text{Si}} = \mu_{\text{Si}}^{\text{bulk}} \) as we consider Si rich conditions. However, we also consider lower values of \( \mu_{\text{RE}} \), representing nonstoichiometric silicides with dilute rare-earth concentrations.

The values of the bulk chemical potentials are estimated by the total energy per formula unit calculated within DFT as described in Sec. II A. The corresponding values are compiled in Table III.

### III. EXPERIMENT

Si(111) \( 7 \times 7 \) substrates were prepared by repeated flashing of Si(111) wafers followed by slow cooling down in order to enable the formation of a defect free surface reconstruction. The silicide films were grown in situ by depositing rare-earth films on the clean Si(111) \( 7 \times 7 \) surface held at room temperature followed by annealing to form the silicide. The base pressure was lower than \( 5 \times 10^{-11} \) mbar and did not exceed \( 5 \times 10^{-10} \) mbar during preparation. rare-earth exposures were determined using a quartz crystal microbalance with an absolute accuracy of ±20%. One rare-earth monolayer is defined using the density of Si atoms at the unreconstructed Si(111) surface, \( 7.83 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2} \). Annealing temperatures were controlled by an infrared pyrometer with an accuracy of about ±20° C. As an exception, the Dy silicide films analyzed by spot profile analysis low-energy electron diffraction (SPA-LEED) and by surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) were grown by rare-earth deposition at 450° C.

The STM experiments were performed in constant-current mode using a noncommercial instrument at a pressure of \( 5 \times 10^{-11} \) mbar. The tunneling tips were prepared by electrochemical etching of tungsten wires and subsequent annealing within the STM chamber.

In-situ SXRD experiments were performed at the undulator beamline ID03 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) using the respective in-situ ultra high vacuum (UHV) setup and diffractometer in z-axis mode with a fixed incidence angle of \( 1° \) and a x-ray photon energy of 18 keV. In-plane and out-of-plane diffraction data were collected with an area detector. The measured data were background corrected to compare them with the structure factor calculated from the models developed here.

For the ARPES experiments, we used a chamber system equipped with a toroidal electron energy analyzer, allowing to measure sets of equal-energy maps in full \( k_z \) space as well as standard dispersion curves along one azimuthal direction. The ARPES experiments were performed at the BUS beamline (U1252-SGM) at BESSY II in Berlin using a photon energy of 41 eV.

Low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) experiments were performed to control the surface structure data. Additional experiments were performed in a different UHV chamber by means of a high-resolution LEED system to perform spot profile analysis (SPA-)LEED experiments.

### IV. RESULTS

A plethora of rare-earth induced surface terminations is observed at the Si(111) surface, depending on the rare-earth...
According to the values of \( h \) and \( k \), the submonolayer region. The main diffraction spots are indexed by a hexagonal cell with a lattice constant of \( a = 3.866 \) Å.

Coverage and on the thermal treatment. These structures are characterized by a variable rare-earth content, indicated by their chemical composition \( \text{RESi}_x \). Three main growth regimes can be identified, depending on the rare-earth exposure. Around monolayer coverage, silicides with \( 1 \times 1 \) periodicity and a stoichiometric composition with \( x = 2 \) are formed. Multilayer structures such as the phase with \( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} \) periodicity and \( \text{RE}_3\text{Si}_5 \) composition are observed for higher rare-earth coverage. In the submonolayer region, different structures are observed (e.g., the \( 2 \sqrt{3} \times 2 \sqrt{3} \) or the \( 5 \times 2 \) phase). In Fig. 1, we show exemplarily the SPA-LEED patterns of the Dy deposited Si(111) surface in the multilayer (Fig. 1(a)) and the submonolayer regime (Fig. 1(b)). The diffraction spots reveal the formation of superstructures with \( \sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} \) and \( 2 \sqrt{3} \times 2 \sqrt{3} \) periodicity, respectively. In the submonolayer region, a formal composition of the silicide films is difficult to define, as the Si/silicide interface is not abrupt, and the number of included Si substrate layers can be arbitrarily selected. Considering the thin films as the structure formed on top of a nonreconstructed Si(111) substrate, the \( 2 \sqrt{3} \times 2 \sqrt{3} \) has a nominal composition RE\(_6\) and the \( 5 \times 2 \) structure RE\(_{3}\)Si\(_5\), as will be shown further below.

We start our investigation with the pristine, unreconstructed Si(111) surface and the adsorption of isolated rare-earth atoms on it. Then silicide monolayers, multilayers, and submonolayers are presented and analyzed. Finally, the relative stability of the surface reconstructions depending on the rare-earth coverage is discussed.

### A. The Si(111) \( 1 \times 1 \) surface

The basis for all the following investigation is the Si(111) surface. This surface is known to show a \( 2 \times 1 \) LEED pattern if cleaved at room temperature or a \( 1 \times 1 \) pattern if cleaved at temperatures below 20 K. After annealing at 400°C, a superstructure with a long-ranging \( 7 \times 7 \) periodicity appears [53]. However, the presence of the deposited rare-earth adsorbates often prevents the formation of these surface reconstructions. Thus the nonreconstructed Si(111) surface is relevant in this work. Within our models, it is characterized by a hexagonal cell with a lattice constant of \( a = 3.866 \) Å, in good agreement with measured values. Cutting bulk Si perpendicularly to the [111] crystallographic directions results in broken \( sp^3 \) bonds at the topmost Si layer, creating one dangling bond per surface unit cell. Indeed, the corresponding surface band structure with projected bulk states (displayed in Fig. 2) shows a single surface state localized within the electronic band gap. As the electronic orbitals of the topmost Si atoms have reduced orbital overlap, the corresponding surface states lower their energy than bulk valence states and thus rise from the valence band into the electronic gap. The band is half-filled and crosses the Fermi level. The calculated electronic gap of about 0.67 eV is slightly smaller than the measured value, which is due to the underestimation of the band gaps in DFT calculations [51].

During the growth process, rare-earth ions are deposited at the Si(111) surface. In order to identify the energetically favorable adsorption sites, we have calculated the potential energy surface for the adsorption of isolated atoms at the Si(111) \( 1 \times 1 \) surface. It is calculated constraining the lateral coordinates of the rare-earth atom and allowing its height as well as the remaining degrees of freedom of the uppermost three Si substrate bilayers to relax. We have evaluated the system energy for 56 lateral positions on a rectangular grid (average spacing 0.5 Å). The energy between the grid points is then evaluated by bicubic interpolation of the calculated data. The outcome of our calculation in the case of Dy is shown in Fig. 3. The rare-earth ion avoids positions right on top of the topmost Si atoms or on bridge positions on the line joining them. It rather prefers an adsorption above the second Si layer (hcp site, global minimum) or above the third Si-layer atoms (fcc site, local minimum). The latter two positions are typically addressed to as \( T_4 \) and \( H_2 \), respectively [21]. The energy difference between the two sites amounts to 225 meV, and the low energy barrier between the two minima (about 300 meV) indicates a relatively high mobility of the adsorbates. The potential energy surface calculated for other rare earths (Tb and Er) strongly resemble Fig. 3, are characterized by very similar energy values, and are thus not shown in this work. Our results are consistent with previous semiempirical...
tight-binding like calculations, which identified the hcp site as the favorable adsorption site of Er at the Si(111) surface on the basis of the resulting band structure of an ErSi$_2$ monolayer [21].

### B. The RESi$_2$ monolayer with $1 \times 1$ periodicity

The deposition of a complete silicide monolayer on the Si(111) surface results in regular films with RESi$_2$ stoichiometry and $1 \times 1$ periodicity [1]. The model proposed by Stauffer et al. for the ErSi$_2$ monolayer describes the microscopic structure of most rare earth silicide monolayers at the Si(111) surface [21], including DySi$_2$ [23], HoSi$_2$ [22], GdSi$_2$ [24], and YSi$_2$ [24,29,54]. X-ray diffraction experiments confirmed the suggestion by Stauffer et al. for ErSi$_2$ [55]. According to this commonly accepted model, the surface termination consists of a hexagonal rare-earth monolayer underneath a buckled Si top layer [see Fig. 4(a)]. Thereby the rare-earth atoms lay above the Si(111) hcp site (at the T$_4$ position in Fig. 3), and the orientation of the buckled Si top layer is opposite to that of the Si(111) substrate double layers.\(^1\) The structure of the silicide film strongly resembles the silicide bulk phase with AlB$_2$ crystal structure, while the silicide layer grows on the Si substrate with the relationship Si(111) $\parallel$ RESi$_2$(0001). The presence of silicon vacancies in this structure has been ruled out by both Auger electron diffraction and STM measurements [10,12,56]. Our calculations confirm this model for all investigated silicides, DySi$_2$, TbSi$_2$, and ErSi$_2$.

A structural model in which the topmost Si layer has the same orientation as in the bulk bilayers is characterized by an higher formation energy by 0.187, 0.200, and 0.221 eV per $1 \times 1$ unit cell than the model in Fig. 4 for Tb, Dy, and Er, respectively. This is of the same order of magnitude as in previous calculations for the YSi$_2$ silicide monolayer [24,29,54]. Interestingly, the orientation of the uppermost bilayer can be switched by H adsorption [57]. A monolayer geometry based on the rare earth adsorbed at the local fcc minimum (or H 3 position, see Fig. 3) yields a locally stable configuration as well. However, this structure is 0.758, 0.761, and 0.760 eV per $1 \times 1$ unit cell less stable than the configuration shown in Fig. 4 for Tb, Dy, and Er, respectively.

Although all the investigated rare-earth silicide monolayers crystalize within the model in Fig. 4, the distances between atomic layers depend slightly on the rare-earth atom. The predicted distances for atomic layers labeled Si$_1$ to Si$_4$ in Fig. 4(a) are compiled in Table IV, together with experimental results for comparison [57]. The calculated data are in good agreement with the measured values obtained from surface extended x-ray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS) experiments. The interatomic distances between layers Si$_2$ and Si$_3$, i.e., the layers neighboring the rare-earth atoms, decrease with increasing atomic number of the rare earth. This behavior is expected, as the atomic radii of the rare-earth ions decrease with the atomic number (lanthanide contraction). Moreover, it can be noticed that the distances between the atomic layers in the silicide thin films are very close to the corresponding distances in free-standing bulk silicides. The largest deviation occurs for the Si$_2$-Er distance and amounts to 5%. Thus the

### Table IV. Calculated distances (in angstroms) between atomic layers in the silicide structure with $1 \times 1$ periodicity in dependence of the rare earth. See Fig. 4 for atomic labels and definitions. In brackets, the corresponding distances calculated for bulk silicides are given together with the deviation in percents. For comparison, the bilayer distance within bulk Si amounts to 0.78 Å.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Tb</th>
<th>Dy</th>
<th>Er</th>
<th>Exp. [57]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si$_1$-Si$_2$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_2$ RE</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)–4.7</td>
<td>(1.98)–4.3</td>
<td>(1.97)–4.7</td>
<td>(1.94)–4.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_1$-Si$_4$</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_3$-Si$_4$</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE-Si$_3$</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)–3.1</td>
<td>(1.98)–3.3</td>
<td>(1.97)–3.3</td>
<td>(1.94)–3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.96)–0.8</td>
<td>(3.97)–0.5</td>
<td>(3.94)–0.8</td>
<td>(3.88)–0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)This behavior is currently referred to as $B$ orientation.
FIG. 5. Calculated band structures of the rare earth monolayer silicides on the Si(111) surface with 1 × 1 periodicity. (a) TbSi₂, (b) DySi₂, and (c) ErSi₂. The localized states α and β in the fundamental gap are discussed in the text. Projected bulk bands are shown in grey.

grown silicide films with 1 × 1 periodicity are relatively well matched with the substrate, which explains the low defect density observed experimentally.

The electronic band structure calculated for the silicide slab model in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. The calculated band structure strongly resembles the projected bulk Si band structure (in grey). The main difference is represented by the prominent surface localized gap states that cross the Fermi energy and determine the metallic character of the silicide. The first band, labeled α in Fig. 5, crosses the Fermi energy only close to the Γ point (acceptorlike state or hole pocket at Γ), while the second band, labeled β, crosses the Fermi energy only close to the M point (donorlike state or electron pocket at M).

The first band resides completely within the bulk Si band gap, i.e., it is completely surface localized. It is almost parabolic at Γ, however, its dispersion has a strong momentum dependence, being almost flat in M–K direction. As discussed in Sec. IV A, an electronic state with similar energy and dispersion is also present at the nonreconstructed Si(111) surface. However, the projection of the wave function associated to the state α onto the atomic orbitals reveals that this state slightly differs from the one at the Si(111) surface. Indeed, the surface state of the pristine Si(111) is almost completely localized at the topmost Si layer. In contrast, the band α is an electronic state whose character varies through the Brillouin zone. While at Γ the main contribution comes from the RE-dz² and Si3-pz orbital, contributions of the rare-earth s and d orbitals and Si1-pz become dominant at M.

The electronic state labeled by β in Fig. 5(a) is only occupied around M and is a hybrid originating from the Si2 layer and the rare-earth atoms throughout the entire Brillouin zone. Two further occupied bands with higher binding energies are predicted at K. They are localized at the silicon/silicide interface and are due to the interaction between the rare-earth atoms and the Si substrate (Si1 and Si2 layer).

The calculated band structures are in agreement with available ARPES measurements [20]. The extrapolated ARPES results are compared to the calculated values (exemplarily for DySi₂) in Fig. 6. Both the position of the bands with respect to the Fermi energy as well as their dispersion are well reproduced in our calculations, which provides strong support for the validity of the structural model. Figure 7 shows a comparison between the Fermi surface predicted by DFT and the one observed in the ARPES measurements of the DySi₂ film. Again, an excellent agreement between

FIG. 6. Comparison of the calculated band structure (upper panel) with a schematic drawing of the extrapolated ARPES energy dispersion data (lower panel) of the DySi₂ monolayer at the Si(111) surface [20]. α and β bands are shown in yellow and green, respectively. The arrows show the position of the electron pockets.
calculated and measured data is observed. The highly eccentric ellipsoidal states centered at the \( \Gamma \) point (in green) are related to the electron pockets shown by the arrows in Fig. 6. The pronounced eccentricity of the ellipses suggests a strongly anisotropic electronic effective mass. Indeed, an effective mass of \( 0.90\, m_e \) is calculated along the \( \Gamma - M \) direction, while an effective mass of \( 0.15\, m_e \) is calculated along the \( K - M \) direction, corresponding to a ratio of 6.1. This is very close to the values estimated by Wanke et al. [20] systematically analyzing ARPES energy surfaces \([1.1 \pm 0.3\, m_e, 0.18 \pm 0.05\, m_e, and 6 \pm 2, respectively]\). The states at the Brillouin zone center (in yellow) are related to the hole pocket at the \( \Gamma \) point. The hexagonile shape of the states is slightly concave, suggesting also in this case an anisotropic effective mass for the holelike states. The calculated values amount to \( 0.59\, m_e \) along the \( \overline{M} - \overline{\Gamma} \) direction and \( 0.69\, m_e \) along the \( \overline{\Gamma} - \overline{K} \) direction. Unfortunately, no corresponding measurements are available. However the ratio of 1.2 of the two calculated effective masses is very close to the value of \( 1.4 \pm 0.2 \) estimated by ARPES [20,58].

The band structures calculated for the TbSi\(_2\), DySi\(_2\), and ErSi\(_2\) monolayer (Fig. 5) show quantitatively very similar dispersion curves. This is not surprising, as the valence states of the investigated rare earths are identical, with minor differences in the orbital energies. This also holds for Y (the “rare earth” without \( f \) electrons). Thus the band structures calculated for Tb, Dy, and Er disilicides are comparable, and indeed very similar, to the band structures calculated by Koitzsch et al. [26] and by Rogerio et al. [24] for the YSi\(_2\), and by Stauffer et al. [21] for the ErSi\(_2\) monolayer on the Si(111) surface. This suggests that the monolayer band structures of the silicides of at least all the trivalent rare earths are qualitatively very similar.

The orbital analysis of the band structure shows that the Tb, Dy, and Er atoms in the silicide monolayers bond (covalently) to both overlying and underlying Si atoms, in a configuration that guarantees a closed-shell configuration for the rare-earth atoms and the silicon atoms of the layers Si\(_2\) and Si\(_3\). A thorough discussion of the chemical bonds at the termination can be found in Refs. [21,24].

It should be also noted that the Fermi level position lies almost at the conduction-band minimum of the Si substrate with an energy deviation around 0.1 eV. This result indicates a negligible Schottky-barrier height on \( n \)-type silicon, in agreement with core-level photoemission results [7,58].

The (local) density of states—(L)DOS—in a region around the fundamental band gap is shown in Fig. 8 exemplarily for TbSi\(_2\). The black curve represents the total density of states of the entire slab modeling the substrate and the silicide layer. The green curve represents the local DOS of the TbSi\(_2\) silicide layer, consisting of layers Si\(_1\), Si\(_2\), and Tb, with a boundary plane between layers Tb and Si\(_1\). The previously discussed surface-localized electronic states result in a nonvanishing density of states in the gap region. Here, the main contribution is due to atoms of the silicide layers. Within the plotted region, no significant differences in the (L)DOS of TbSi\(_2\), DySi\(_2\), or ErSi\(_2\) can be observed. Calculated and experimental STM images of the 1 \( \times \) 1 monolayer structure are shown in Fig. 9. At positive bias electrons tunnel from the STM tip to the surface, so that empty states are mapped, while at negative bias electrons tunnel from the sample into the tip and occupied states are mapped. Considering the origin of the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) bands as discussed above, the features observed by STM can now be assigned. For both polarities, mostly the dangling bonds of the uppermost atoms (Si\(_1\)) are imaged because of geometrical reasons. Moreover, the lower atoms of the buckled Si layer (Si\(_2\)) can also be observed because of the contribution of the \( \beta \) band around the \( \overline{M} \) points. Thus the complete honeycomblike structure becomes visible, and the corresponding pattern has hexagonal symmetry. The contribution of the Si\(_1\) atoms is more pronounced at negative voltages [Figs. 9(a) and 9(c)] than at positive voltages [Figs. 9(b) and 9(d)]. No signal from the rare-earth atoms is detectable, since they are located too deep under the surface. The perfect agreement between measured and calculated STM images is a further argument for the correctness of the microscopic model for the silicide monolayer. Exactly as for the electronic band structures, also the STM images of the silicides of different rare earths are expected to be qualitatively very similar.
FIG. 9. Simulated filled states (a) and empty states (b) STM images of the DySi$_2$ monolayer with 1 × 1 periodicity calculated for tunneling voltages of −0.3 and +0.3 V, respectively. In (c) and (d), the corresponding experimental STM images of filled and empty states of the TbSi$_2$ monolayer are shown [12]. These were taken at tunneling voltages and currents of (c) −1.0 V and 0.5 nA and (d) +0.3 V and 3.5 nA. The surface unit cell is overlaid on the images.

C. The RE$_3$Si$_5$ multilayer with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ superstructure

A silicide coverage exceeding one monolayer results in a $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3} R30^\circ$ superstructure with RE$_3$Si$_5$ composition [1]. Planar structures consisting of exactly two silicide monolayers appear in overview STM images as domains with soft corners mainly aligned along the [101] directions [10]. Higher structures consisting of three or more monolayers have been observed as well [10,25]. They form irregular edges without any particular orientation [10] and are often characterized by pinholes, stacking faults, and screw dislocations. While epitaxial silicide trilayers [29] and pentalayers [25] with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity have been theoretically modeled in the past, we focus in this work on a coverage of two monolayers.

In the RE$_3$Si$_5$ double layer structure, the surface termination (outer silicide monolayer) has RESi$_2$ stoichiometry and is terminated by a buckled Si layer very similar to a Si(111) double layer (see Fig. 10) [59]. This is similar to the Si termination of the 1 × 1 silicide phase, as revealed by x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) [59]. In contrast to the case of the 1 × 1 monolayer structure, this surface layer is not rotated by 180° with respect to the substrate.

Removing one Si atom from the top bilayer (Si$_1$ or Si$_2$ in Fig. 10) does not result in any strain release, as the surface layer is already buckled. Indeed, there is no experimental evidence of missing Si atoms at the top bilayer. Consequently, the Si vacancies have to be localized at the silicene-like film between the rare-earth layers (Si$_3$ in Fig. 10). The exact location of the Si vacancies is still argument of debate, though. Different structural models for this phase have been proposed on the basis of STM measurements by Roge et al. [60] and by Martín-Gago et al. [61,62] for Er$_3$Si$_5$. The difference between the models lies in the position of the Si vacancies. In the first model [60], the vacancy is exactly below one of the atoms labeled by Si$_1$ in Fig. 10, while in the second model the vacancy lies below a Si$_2$ atom. In Er$_3$Si$_5$, the silicon vacancies have been found in different studies either underneath the Si$_1$ [63] or Si$_2$ atom [61]. Engelhardt et al. proposed for Dy$_3$Si$_5$ a model in which the Si vacancy is located underneath the Si$_3$ atom, suggesting that the structure of the silicide layer with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity might be different for thin and thick Er$_3$Si$_5$ and Dy$_3$Si$_5$ films [10]. Cocolozzi et al. found by DFT calculations for the case of Y$_3$Si$_5$ trilayers the Si$_2$ model energetically favored by 150 meV per $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ unit cell with respect to the Si$_1$ model [29]. Thus the position of the silicon vacancy in the thick silicide films corresponds to the energetically favored position in Si-deficient hexagonal RE$_3$Si$_5$ bulk compounds [64].

Both models discussed in the literature have been investigated in this work for Y$_3$Si$_5$, Tb$_3$Si$_5$, Dy$_3$Si$_5$, and Er$_3$Si$_5$ silicide bilayers. The top view of the silicide after structural relaxation is shown in Fig. 11 for the two models. For the sake of simplicity, the rare-earth atoms at the center of the hexagons are not shown. The position of the vacancy determines different surface relaxation patterns. If the silicon vacancy is below one
Si$_2$ atom [Fig. 11(b)], this atom relaxes vertically by about 0.17 Å towards the vacancy, while the neighboring atoms of the Si surface bilayer only shift slightly towards the vacancy. If the silicon vacancy is below one Si$_1$ atom [Fig. 11(a)], this atom experiences a smaller vertical relaxation by 0.09 Å towards the vacancy. The major structural relaxation occurs in both models in the silicene-like Si$_3$ layer, as the three next neighbor atoms relax towards the vacancy. The (purely lateral) relaxation directions in this plane are highlighted by the arrows in Fig. 11. The displacement magnitude is almost identical for all the investigated rare earths and amounts in both cases to 0.18 Å. The presence of the Si vacancy does not break the threefold symmetry of the surface.

Independently of the particular model, the flat rare-earth layers roughly maintain their planar structure, even if the rare-earth atoms move away from the Si vacancies. Structural details on the vertical layer positions are compiled in Table V. As in the other investigated structures, the Si-RE distances decrease with the atomic number of the involved rare earth. The distances between silicon layers underneath the silicide structure (i.e., below the Si$_3$ layer) deviate from the corresponding distances in bulk Si by no more than 0.01 Å. In contrast, the deviation of the RE-Si distances in the silicide films with respect to the corresponding values in the bulk silicide is rather large (up to 7%). The Si$_3$ layer is not exactly in between the planar rare-earth layers, but slightly closer to the RE$_2$ layer. Our calculations reveal that due to the presence of the Si vacancies and the consequent relaxation pattern, double monolayer RE$_2$Si$_3$ thin films have a crystallographic structure very similar to the common Si-deficient rare-earth silicides bulk phases with Th$_3$Pd$_5$ structure, while single monolayer RESi$_2$ silicides have the ideal (and stoichiometric) AlB$_2$ structure.

In our calculations, all the investigated silicide bilayers crystallize within the Si$_1$ model proposed by Roge et al. [60], i.e., with the Si vacancy located below the Si$_1$ atom. The Si$_2$ model by Martín-Gago et al. [61,62] is less stable by 49, 55, 54, and 53 meV per $\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}$ unit cell for Y, Tb, Dy, and Er, respectively. Calculations within the LDA approximation confirm the PBE results within a few meV (e.g., 46 meV for Y$_2$Si$_3$). In both investigated models, the topmost Si bilayer is not rotated with respect to the substrate. A structure with the topmost bilayer rotated by 180° is, e.g., less favorable by 153 and 19 meV for the Dy$_2$Si$_5$ multilayer within the models of Roge et al. and Martín-Gago et al., respectively, in contrast to the case of the RESi$_2$ monolayer.

Test calculations for Dy silicide trilayers show that silicon vacancies below the Si$_1$ layer are again favored (by 61 meV) with respect to vacancies located under the Si$_2$ layer. This is in contrast with previous theoretical investigations, where the Si$_2$ model by Martín-Gago et al. was found to be energetically favored with respect to the Si$_1$ model of Roge for Y$_3$Si$_5$. Cocoletzi et al. estimated by DFT-PBE an energy difference of 150 meV between the two models for silicide trilayers [29]. An energy difference of 37 meV has been estimated by Rogero et al. within DFT-LDA for thick Y$_2$Si$_3$ pentalayers and the topmost Si bilayer rotated by 180° about the normal with respect to the Si(111) substrate [25].

The energy differences of about 50 meV calculated for the two considered models are rather small. A similar behavior is known for clean Y$_3$Si$_5$(111) surfaces, where the energy difference has been estimated to 23 meV [65]. In particular, these energy differences are smaller than the thermal energy available during the silicide formation at about 500 °C. Silicon vacancies below Si$_1$ or Si$_2$ atoms could thus be formed during the silicide growth, which freeze in their position during the sample cooling. As a homogeneous vacancy distribution is required to release stress from the silicene-like Si$_3$ layer, this could result in distinct domains with vacancies either below Si$_1$ or Si$_2$. This may explain the observation of STM patterns compatible with both geometries in the same sample by Rogero et al. [25].

The electronic band structures of the silicide layers calculated with the Si$_2$ model are shown in Fig. 12. Due to the larger size of the surface unit cell, the Brillouin zone of the Si(111) surface is folded and the band structure...

---

**Table V.** Calculated distances (in Å) between atomic layers in the silicide structure with $\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}$ periodicity (Si$_2$ model) as a function of the rare earth. See Fig. 10 for atomic labels and definitions. In brackets, the corresponding distances calculated for bulk silicides are given together with the deviation in percents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Tb</th>
<th>Dy</th>
<th>Er</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si$_1$-Si$_2$</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_2$-RE$_1$</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.97)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_1$-Si$_3$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.97)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_1$-RE$_2$</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.97)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_2$-Si$_4$</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(1.97)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
<td>(1.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_4$-Si$_5$</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_2$-Si$_3$</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.96)</td>
<td>(3.97)</td>
<td>(3.94)</td>
<td>(3.88)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE$_1$-RE$_2$</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.96)</td>
<td>(3.97)</td>
<td>(3.94)</td>
<td>(3.88)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si$_1$-Si$_4$</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.96)</td>
<td>(3.97)</td>
<td>(3.94)</td>
<td>(3.88)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is correspondingly complicated. It is, however, possible to identify several states, which cross the Fermi energy and are responsible for the metallic nature of the thin films. A magnification of the gap region is shown for both Si$_2$ and Si$_1$ models in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), respectively, in order to allow for a comparison with the bands extrapolated from ARPES measurements in Ref. [20], which are also plotted in Fig. 13(c). Two prominent states, a donorlike state (electron pocket) with $-1.2$ eV, an acceptorlike state at $\Gamma_1$ (yellow curve) are identified in both DFT and ARPES measurements. The calculations closely reproduce the energetic dispersion of the donor-like state as extrapolated by ARPES. Both states can be readily identified with the corresponding bands appearing in the silicide monolayer with $1 \times 1$ periodicity. Indeed, they originate from the outmost Si bilayer and the first rare-earth layer (Si$_1$, Si$_2$, and RE$_1$). A further band (shown in red in Fig. 13) is observed by ARPES, which is qualitatively well reproduced by the theoretical models. This band has no counterpart in the monolayer silicide and is the hallmark of the $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ phase. From an analysis of the wave functions it is found that it stems from the defective silicenelike layer (Si$_3$) absent in monolayer structures. A further band (dashed black line in the lower part of the plots), which is not observed experimentally, is predicted by DFT. This band is partially covered by the substrate valence band (not shown in the picture).

The effective mass at $\Gamma$ in the $\Gamma-M$ direction of the electrons localized in the donorlike states is calculated to be $m^* = 0.13$, which indicates rather mobile charge carriers. In Ref. [20], it is suggested that the electron effective mass corresponding to these electron pockets is less anisotropic than in the silicide monolayer case, due to the different local environment of the rare earths (ideal versus Si-deficient).

The band structures of the other investigated silicides are again very similar and will not be discussed in detail. They are also comparable with the ARUPS measurements by Wetzel et al. [28]. Moreover, it is found that the position of the Fermi energy (about 0.4 eV below the CBM for Er$_3$Si$_5$) is much closer to the middle of the band gap with respect to the monolayer $1 \times 1$ silicides. This confirms the experimental observation that the Schottky barrier height on $n$-type Si rapidly increases with growing film thickness [7].

The local density of states of the slab modeling the Dy$_3$Si$_5$ silicide bilayer at the Si(111) surface (Si$_2$ model) in a region around the substrate fundamental band gap is shown in Fig. 14. The total DOS is represented by the black curve, while the red
FIG. 14. Density of states calculated for the slab modeling the Dy$_3$Si$_5$ multilayer silicide at the Si(111) surface according to the Si$_2$ model [61,62]. The total DOS is shown in black, while the silicide contribution (layers Si$_1$ to RE$_2$) is shown in red. The zero of the energy scale labels the Si bulk valence-band maximum. The Si bulk conduction-band minimum is indicated as well.

The calculated and measured STM images of the silicide differ only minimally from the two structures is almost identical, and suggests that the vacancies in the second silicide monolayer have a strong influence on the tunneling probability. Within the model of Roge et al., a hexagonal pattern of brighter and darker spots is observed. The darker spots are assigned to the Si$_1$ atoms above a vacancy [Fig. 15(b)]. The images are in good agreement with the STM records by Roge et al. [60], which show the same pattern with $p6m$ symmetry. Within the Si$_2$ model of Martín-Gago, brighter triangles centered at the Si$_2$ atom above the Si-vacancy can be discriminated [Fig. 15(a)]. As the three neighboring Si$_1$ atoms slightly relax toward the vacancy, darker zones appear between the triangles. The calculated pattern strictly mirrors the STM image shown for Tb$_2$Si$_5$ layers [Fig. 15(c)] as well as previously reported STM images of Martín-Gago et al. [62] and Engelhardt et al. [10] with $p3m$ symmetry. Rogero et al. [25] showed recently that both patterns may coexist in the same sample. This behavior agrees well with the reported observation of both patterns (Refs. [10,60,62] and Fig. 15(c)) and may be related to the rather small energy differences between the two models as compared with the thermal energies during formation at 500 °C.

The constant current images simulated in our work in Tersoff-Hamann approximation clearly show the $p3m$ symmetry [Fig. 15(a)]. However, although the essential features of the experimental STM image are correctly reproduced, other details such as the darker regions between the triangles are not completely resolved in the calculated images. Simulated STM images beyond the Tersoff-Hamann model are thus necessary to correctly predict all the features of the $p3m$ pattern related to the $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ phase. Rogero and co-workers demonstrated that including tip effects is crucial for the STM modeling of this surface [25]. In particular, modeling the STM tip with a multiatomic tungsten structure was found to result in a better representation of the triangular grouping. Such a tip is indeed characterized by the larger extent of its $s$ and $p$ orbitals, yielding an enhanced current when the apex is on top of the triangle center. Nonetheless, the symmetry resulting from the STM pattern achieved with our structural model is in agreement with the experimental observation.

Thus, STM can detect the Si vacancy in the buried monolayer through the induced changes in the local density of states. The STM patterns, calculated in this work only for Dy$_3$Si$_5$, are very similar to available measurements for both Er$_3$Si$_5$ and Y$_3$Si$_5$. Together with the fact that the calculated band structure of Tb, Dy, and Er silicides is qualitatively similar, it is plausible that the measured/calculated STM patterns can be extended to all other multilayer silicides of trivalent rare earths with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity.

D. The submonolayer $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ superstructure

Surface x-ray diffraction studies by Lohmeier et al. suggested the existence of different erbium silicide phases in the low submonolayer range [8]. Although they are very important to understand dynamical processes in the silicon/silicide interface formation, submonolayer structures are far less investigated than silicide monolayers or multilayers. For rare-earth coverage up to 0.5 ML, a long ranging submonolayer
reconstruction with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity is observed by STM [10] and LEED [see Fig. 1(b)]. The reconstruction is stable for rare-earth coverage of 0.5–1 monolayer. Thereby the STM images are interpreted as six rare earth atoms per $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ surface unit cell arranged in a hexagonal pattern on a nonreconstructed Si(111) surface. The surface unit cell representing the deposited RE layer with RE$_6$ stoichiometry is composed by two nonequivalent halves. Silicides of Er [9], Dy [10], Tb [12], and Ho [66] seem to behave in a similar manner. Wetzel et al. pointed out that the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ phase is actually a metastable structure, which progressively disappears and converts into more stable silicides upon annealing [67].

In our work, we model the silicide placing the rare-earth atoms in the energetically favorable hcp positions of the pristine Si(111) surface as determined in Sec. IV A in the fashion suggested by Roge et al. [9] and later by Engelhardt et al. [10]. Indeed, it is known that when a trivalent metal is adsorbed at the Si(111) surface, all dangling bonds can be saturated if the metals are adsorbed at the threefold hcp or fcc positions [9]. In this configuration, trivalent metals typically induce $\times \sqrt{3}$ surface reconstructions [9]. Again, layers of Tb, Dy, and Er are investigated. Starting configurations with the rare-earth atoms at six different heights (from below Si$_2$ up to 2 Å above Si$_1$) have been tested (see Fig. 16 for the definitions of RE and Si$_1$/Si$_2$ layers).

After structural relaxation, the atomic positions result in the configuration shown in Fig. 17(a). This structure matches well the model extrapolated by Roge et al. and by Engelhardt et al. from STM measurements [10,67]. As shown in Fig. 16, the rare-earth atoms are not covered by a Si layer and form the surface termination. The height of the rare-earth ions above the topmost Si layer (Si$_1$) amounts to 1.754, 1.738, and 1.721 Å for Tb, Dy, and Er, respectively. The Si$_1$ and Si$_2$ layers relax their position with respect to the pristine Si(111) surface in order to accommodate the rare-earth atoms. These sit only roughly at the initial hcp position and form distorted hexagonal rings with three short ($d_S = 3.60$ Å) and three long edges ($d_L = 4.09$ Å). These are marked in Fig. 17(a) by S (short) and L (long), respectively. Due to this pronounced distortion with respect to the ideal hcp positions ($\Delta d = 13.5\%$), the structure has threefold rather than sixfold rotational symmetry.

In the resulting configuration, each of the twelve Si dangling bonds of the surface unit cell (one for each of the 12 topmost Si atoms) is saturated by one electron from the six rare-earth atoms. The remaining electron of the trivalent rare earths is supposed to form a delocalized hybrid orbital at the rare-earth ring, similar to the delocalized orbitals of benzene. Such an electronic configuration is assumed to stabilize the rare-earth rings [67]. In order to verify this assumption, we have calculated the squared wave functions corresponding to both the highest occupied valence-band and the lowest unoccupied conduction-band states. The distorted form of the Dy pattern suggests the presence of two nonequivalent rare-earth positions within the ring. This is interpretable as a Peierls-like distortion that further enhances the ring stability by increasing the splitting between bonding and antibonding states formed by the rare-earth orbitals in the ring [67].
FIG. 18. Calculated band structure of the submonolayer Dy silicide with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity at the Si(111) surface. $\overline{M}$ and $\overline{K}$ mark the corresponding points of the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ Brillouin zone. Projected bulk bands are shown in grey.

The calculated electronic structure of the silicide is shown in Fig. 18. Thereby $\overline{M}$ and $\overline{K}$ mark the corresponding points of the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ Brillouin zone. The calculated band structure is characterized by a high density of states with a minor dispersion and with very similar energies, which are also present within the Si bulk band gap. This is due to the multiple folding of the $1 \times 1$ Brillouin zone in the larger $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ surface unit cell. Despite the presence of several states within the fundamental gap, none of them crosses the Fermi energy, and a small energy gap of about 0.23 eV at the $\Gamma$ point is preserved, as also expected from the Peierls-like distortion. The band gap is also evident from the plots of the DOS shown in Fig. 19.

The simulated and measured STM images of the submonolayer silicide with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity at the Si(111) surface termination are shown in Fig. 20. We remark that the experimental STM images with Tb [Figs. 20(c) and 20(d)], which are very similar to those with Dy [10]. They show a high density of domain boundaries (indicated by the straight lines) separating domains with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity. They are related to stress compensation effects [12], which are not accounted for in our theoretical models.

In order to interpret the STM images, a thorough understanding of the surface chemical bonds is necessary. The twelve Si atoms at the topmost surface layer can be divided into two groups. Six of them, labeled by circles in Fig. 17(c), are each bound with two rare-earth atoms and the other six, labeled by crosses in Fig. 17(c), with only one. Two of the Si atoms between the neighboring rare-earth hexagons are bound with two rare-earth atoms and one with a single rare-earth atom. They are marked by $2$ and $1$ in Fig. 17(c). This gives rise to different darker and brighter regions in the measured filled states STM images shown Fig. 20(c). A comparison with the simulated filled states STM images reveals that the brighter triangular features correspond to the charge accumulation at the shorter bonds of the rare-earth hexagons. The position of the brighter spots is marked by $B$ in Fig. 17(c). While the overall appearance of the simulated STM images matches well the experimental results, the darker regions at the surface unit cell corners are not markedly enough reproduced. Darker regions in the filled states STM image correspond to three neighboring Si atoms bound with a single Dy atom [marked by $D$ in Fig. 17(c)]. The reduced accuracy of the simulated STM is probably due to the limitations of the

FIG. 19. Density of states calculated for the slab modeling the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ reconstructed Dy$_6$ submonolayer structure at the Si(111) surface. The total DOS is shown in black, while the contribution from the Dy$_6$ rings is shown in red. The zero of the energy scale labels the Si bulk valence-band maximum. The Si conduction-band minimum is indicated as well.
Tersoff-Hamann approximation. More refined approaches for the simulation of STM images based on the explicit calculation of electronic transport are required to clarify this point. A thorough discussion of the filled states STM images can be found in Ref. [10].

Concerning the empty states [Figs. 20(b) and 20(d)], a pattern consisting of regular figures with hexagonal shapes is observed in the measured and in the simulated STM images. Due to the lower electronegativity of the rare earths with respect to Si, mainly the lanthanide atoms are imaged in empty states STM images. Indeed, the calculated and measured pattern is similar to the delocalized $\pi$ antibonding orbital formed at the rare-earth rings.

In addition, in situ SXRD experiments were performed on the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ structure to obtain complementary data. Here, we focus on the most intense superstructure Bragg rods, which are exclusively caused by this structure. We do not consider other rods, which can be influenced by the coexistence with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}, 2 \times 5$ or $2 \times 1$ silicide phases, as shown in Ref. [12].

Figure 21 compares background corrected diffraction intensities obtained for superstructure Bragg rods ($H; K$) (blue crosses) and intensities calculated from the structural model of the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ structure developed in this work (red lines). Here, ($H; K$) denote the indices of the Bragg rods using the hexagonal basis of the Si(111) surface. The third index $L$ is related to the vertical component $Q_L$ of the scattering vector via $L = Q_L d/2\pi$ presented in reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) where $d$ denotes the distance between Si(111) crystal planes.

The $L$ scans show quite smooth variations of the diffraction intensity. This effect can mainly be attributed to the planar structure of the Dy layer since the diffracted intensity is mostly influenced by waves scattered at Dy atoms due to their much higher atomic form factor compared to Si. Therefore perpendicular to the surface, no interference effect between scattered partial waves from Dy atoms is expected due to the flat Dy layer. Nevertheless, the (5/6;5/6) superstructure rod clearly shows a prominent peak at $L = 1.15$, which can also be guessed for the (7/6;1/6) superstructure rod. Therefore this intensity has prominently to be related to the interference between the scattered partial waves from Dy atoms interfering with scattered waves from Si atoms.

Superstructure rods, however, are only influenced from atoms with positions deviating from the $1 \times 1$ bulk structure. Therefore one only has to consider the very first reconstructed Si bilayers. On first sight, the enhanced intensity can be attributed to the constructive interference between the Dy layer and the bottom Si layers (Si$_2$ and Si$_4$ in Fig. 16), while the top Si layers (Si$_1$ and Si$_3$) interfere almost destructively for this diffraction condition. We expect that these top Si layers would reveal constructive interference for $L > 2$. However, for this diffraction condition, the intensity is very small due to the Debye Waller factor. Compared to these simple considerations, we also like to emphasize that the analysis is further complicated due to the parallel component of the scattering vector that gives some further interference effects, which are beyond the discussion presented here.

E. The submonolayer $5 \times 2$ superstructure

A further silicide film with $5 \times 2$ periodicity is formed at the Si(111) surface for submonolayer rare-earth coverage. $5 \times 2$ silicide phases of Gd [11,68], Tb [12], Dy [10], Ho [66], and Er [67] have been observed. This structure consists of a silicide submonolayer termination and is—exactly as the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ phase—metastable [67]. The two structures are in competition for low rare-earth coverage, however, both are transformed into more stable silicides upon annealing. The STM image of terbium silicide shown in Fig. 22(a) reveals chainlike structures in the [1\(\bar{T}0\)] direction (three equivalent chain orientations are thus possible). In more detailed images [Fig. 22(b)], two to four protrusions are observed per $5 \times 2$ unit cell, depending on the tunneling conditions.

However, without precise knowledge of the rare-earth content, it is hard to extract structural information from the STM images. Consequently, very few attempts to assign a structural model to the rare-earth film are available in the literature [11,12]. We remark that the $5 \times 2$ reconstruction observed in this work occurs clearly in the submonolayer regime and is thus different from the reports in Ref. [25], in which silicide films of 5–10 monolayers are discussed.
Correspondingly, the models proposed in Ref. [25], partially involving buried silicides, do not describe the films observed in this work.

In order to develop a model for the $5 \times 2$ superstructure, several factors can be considered. First of all, the stable silicides depend on the lanthanide coverage. In detail, for growing rare-earth availability the occurring structures are the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ reconstruction, followed by the $5 \times 2$ and then by the $1 \times 1$. Considering the size of the respective surface unit cells, this limits the number of rare-earth atoms to a maximum of ten atoms per surface unit. Furthermore, the STM images of Fig. 22 reveal the presence of ordered chains along the $[\bar{1}0\bar{1}]$ direction. Thus the rare-earth atoms are placed in our models in the stable positions determined in Sec. IV A, so that oriented chain-like structures are formed. As the rare-earth atoms in silicide films with $1 \times 1$ periodicity are completely covered by a silicon double layer that is absent in the films with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity, it is plausible that the lanthanide ions in the $5 \times 2$ phase are at least partially covered by Si atoms. Therefore rare-earth layers covered to a different extent are simulated. In order to capture possible Si dimerization effects as known from other silicon surfaces—e.g., the Si(001)—doubled $5 \times 1$ unit cells with artificial dimerization in the $[\bar{1}0\bar{1}]$ directions are employed. Models consisting of alternating Si Seiwatz and honeycomb chains with rare-earth atoms in between, as originally proposed by Battaglia et al. [11] and then by Franz et al. [12], have been tested as well.

Following the criteria above, we have developed 14 structural models, which are shown in Figs. 23 and 25. Besides the model name [a to n, corresponding to Figs. 23(a)–23(n)], the number of rare-earth atoms per $5 \times 2$ unit cell is indicated in the picture. Further models are conceivable, however, our model pool should cover a sufficiently high number of combinations of the explained criteria to draw general conclusions. As the slabs modeling the surface structures contain a different number of Si and rare-earth atoms, their DFT total energy cannot be directly compared. In order to determine the thermodynamically stable structures, we calculate the Landau potential as described in Sec. II B. As neither the contribution to the free energy of the hydrogen atoms nor the size of the surface unit cell are considered for this particular calculation, the calculated values do not correspond to the absolute formation energies of the structures and the Landau potential is labeled by $\Omega'$. However, as both the surface unit cell as well as the number of hydrogen atoms used to passivate the dangling bonds at the bottom side of the slabs are the same for all configurations, a relative comparison of the different structures is possible. Even if the $5 \times 2$ phase has been observed for different rare earth silicides, we limit our investigation to Dy silicide due to the high demand of computational resources. However, based on our experience with the other silicide structures discussed above, the results may again be extrapolated to all trivalent rare earths.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 24. It should be noted first that the structures labeled by $c,e$ and $g$, employed to model surface dimerization effects, relaxed back to a structure with $5 \times 1$ periodicity and cannot therefore model the observed $5 \times 2$ silicides.

A first glance at the phase diagram reveals that structures with rare-earth atoms in the channels between honeycomb and Seiwatz chains ($h,n$) are favored. Indeed, for most values of
FIG. 24. Calculated phase diagram for the dysprosium adsorbed Si(111) surface with $5 \times 2$ periodicity as a function of the dysprosium chemical potential $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$. Two representative values of $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$, corresponding to Dy in its metallic hcp bulk phase and to Dy in hexagonal DySi$_2$ state are indicated. Si-rich conditions are assumed.

the chemical potentials, which are relevant for submonolayer coverage, the structures labeled by $h$ and $n$ are the most stable configurations, while for strongly Dy rich conditions the models $m$ and $i$ can be formed. These structures are less relevant, however, since at these values of the rare-earth chemical potential monolayer or multilayer silicides are formed, as we will show in the following.

Thus, the energetically almost degenerate models $h$ and $n$ (energy difference 18 meV per $5 \times 2$ unit cell) with two rare-earth atoms per unit cell describe the observed phase. Considering that four and eight Si atoms per $5 \times 2$ unit cell build the Seiwatz and honeycomb chains, respectively, the stoichiometry of the silicide layer at the Si(111) surface can be expressed as RESi$_6$. The difference between the two models $h$ and $n$ consists in the different alignments of neighboring rare-earth atom rows on both sides of the honeycomb chains. The slightly more stable model $h$, in which the rare-earth atoms are aligned in-phase, is shown in more detail in Fig. 25. It is known that on Si(111) a honeycomb chain is stabilized by one electron per $3 \times 1$ unit cell, while a zig-zag Seiwatz chain requires two electrons per $2 \times 1$ unit cell $[11]$. Thus the $5 \times 2$ phase can be thought of as being built of two $3 \times 1$ surface units with honeycomb chains and two $2 \times 1$ surface units containing Seiwatz chains. The structure is stabilized by two trivalent rare-earth atoms, which provide six electrons per unit cell.

Figure 26 shows the calculated electronic band structure of model $h$, which strongly resembles the projected Si-bulk electronic structure. Almost no surface localized electronic states are present in the gap region. The fundamental electronic gap (direct, at $\Gamma$) is only slightly smaller than the calculated Si bulk gap. This confirms that the submonolayer silicide with $5 \times 2$ periodicity on the Si(111) surface is semiconducting.

The inset of Fig. 26 shows the high-symmetry points of the $5 \times 2$ surface Brillouin zone employed for the calculations. Due to the overall low symmetry typical for oblique surface cells, the reciprocal vectors do not cross the corner points of the first Brillouin zone. The atomic chains are parallel to the $\Gamma$-$\Gamma'$ direction.

The (local) density of states of the slab modeling the DySi$_6$ silicide with $5 \times 2$ periodicity on the Si(111) surface is shown in Fig. 27. The total density of states is represented by the black curve, while the red curve represents the local DOS of the silicide layer. The dotted lines indicate the valence and conduction-band edges of bulk Si. The calculated (L)DOS again shows that the silicide layer is semiconducting. The overall appearance of the total DOS is very similar to the Si bulk DOS, with the exception of a minor reduction of the fundamental band gap. This effect is due to the electronic states close to the conduction-band minimum. Otherwise, the presence of the DySi$_6$ layer does not strongly affect the band-gap region of the substrate.

The knowledge of the thermodynamically stable structural model now also allows for the interpretation of the STM images and the identification of the observed features. In the filled state images $[\text{Figs. 28(a) and 28(c)}]$, the bright spots are assigned to the honeycomb (broad rows) and Seiwatz (thin

FIG. 25. Side (a) and top view (b) of the thermodynamically stable rare-earth induced surface reconstruction with $5 \times 2$ periodicity on the Si(111) surface. The termination corresponds to structure $h$ in Figs. 23 and 24 and consists of alternating Si Seiwatz and honeycomb chains. Color coding is as in Fig. 4. The surface unit cell is highlighted.

FIG. 26. Electronic band structure calculated for the slab modeling the Si$_6$ silicide with $5 \times 2$ periodicity on the Si(111) surface according to the model labeled by $h$ in Figs. 23 and 24. The zero of the energy scale labels the valence-band maximum. Projected bulk bands are shown in grey. The inset shows the surface Brillouin zone of the $5 \times 2$ structure.
FIG. 27. Density of states calculated for the slab modeling the DySi$_x$ silicide with $5 \times 2$ periodicity on the Si(111) surface according to the model labeled by $h$ in Figs. 23 and 24. The total density of states is shown in black, while the silicide contribution is shown in red. The zero of the energy scale labels the Si bulk valence-band maximum. The Si bulk conduction-band minimum is indicated as well.

FIG. 28. (a) and (b) Measured STM images of the $5 \times 2$ Tb silicide submonolayer structure on the Si(111) surface [12] and (c) and (d) corresponding simulated STM data for Tb. Experimental STM images are taken for sample voltages of $-1.5$ V [(a) and (c) filled states] and $+1.5$ V [(b) and (d) empty states], and tunneling currents of 100 pA. The $5 \times 2$ surface unit cell is indicated.

FIG. 29. Calculated phase diagram of the dysprosium adsorbed Si(111) surface as a function of the rare-earth availability. The latter is represented by the dysprosium chemical potential $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$. Two representative values of $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$, corresponding to Dy in its metallic hcp bulk phase and to Dy in the hexagonal DySi$_2$ state are indicated. Si-rich conditions are assumed. The curve for the submonolayer silicide represents the phase with $5 \times 2$ periodicity, while the dotted line shows the formation energy of the metastable structure with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity. “Clean” labels the unreconstructed, Dy-free Si(111) surface.

F. Surface stability

In order to compare the relative stability of the investigated silicide films and to understand at which thermodynamic conditions they are formed, we calculated their formation energy as a function of the rare-earth chemical potential, as described in Sec. II B. The complete phase diagram shown in Fig. 29 is exemplarily computed for dysprosium silicide, as the $5 \times 2$ phase has only been modeled for dysprosium silicide. The Dy chemical potential $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$ represents the growth conditions. On the left-hand side of the chemical potential axis, there are Dy-poor conditions, while regions at the right-hand side represent Dy-rich conditions. Two particular values are highlighted by dotted lines in the phase diagram, labeling the values of $\mu_{\text{Dy}}^\text{Bulk}$ for bulk metallic dysprosium and for Dy in stoichiometric DySi$_2$ bulk silicide under Si-rich conditions. For chemical values smaller than $\mu_{\text{Dy}}^\text{Bulk}$, nonstoichiometric DySi$_x$ silicides can be formed at the surface, while for $\mu_{\text{Dy}} > \mu_{\text{Dy}}^\text{Bulk}$ metallic dysprosium segregation at the Si(111) surface occurs. Between the two values the Dy availability changes continuously. Since surfaces can equilibrate much faster

3It is also important to notice that the adsorption of divalent metals at the Si(111) typically leads to a $n \times 2$ surface reconstruction, with $n$ an odd integer. Thus, as suggested by Battaglia et al. [11], $5 \times 2$ phase might be induced by divalent lanthanides such as Yb, Eu, Sm, or Tm. In this case, they would give rise to completely different structures, similar to the reconstructions formed by deposition of divalent alkaline-metal earths (Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba). These are not investigated in this work, as we only consider lanthanides in the trivalent state ($\text{Dy}^{3+}$, $\text{Tb}^{3+}$).
than the bulk phases, also values of the chemical potentials beyond the indicated references are considered in the phase diagram.

The main outcome of the phase diagram is that, depending on the growth conditions, a variety of silicide phases with different Dy content may occur. For Dy-poor conditions, clean Si(111) surfaces are formed. For growing values of $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$, submonolayer phases with $5 \times 2$ periodicity, and then monolayer structures with $1 \times 1$ periodicity are formed. For Dy-rich conditions, multilayer structures with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity are thermodynamically favored. It is observed in the phase diagram that the submonolayer structure with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity is metastable (dotted line in Fig. 29). It does not represent a thermodynamically stable equilibrium state, but is formed due to kinetically limited growth. This is also underlined by the adsorption-like structure with RE$_6$ rings on an unreconstructed Si(111) surface, while the more stable $5 \times 2$ phase is characterized by rare-earth atoms embedded within Si chains, resulting in a more stable structure (similar as the monolayer and multilayer silicides).

For very low values of $\mu_{\text{Dy}}$ (left-hand side), when not sufficient dysprosium is available to form ordered submonolayer structures, the rare-earth atoms are adsorbed at the Si(111) $7 \times 7$ surface in form of isolated ions. A rare-earth coverage lower than 0.1 ML does not alter the $7 \times 7$ periodicity and results in the formation of different types of ordered clusters of rare-earth atoms in one half Si(111) $7 \times 7$ unit cell [69]. Two cluster types, differing in their orientation within the $7 \times 7$ half unit cells, are possible [12]. Similar clusters, sometimes referred to as magic clusters, are also formed on Si(111) $7 \times 7$ by other metals [70–73]. For the sake of simplicity, they are not represented in the phase diagram.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two-dimensional silicide structures of different periodicity formed at the Si(111) surface upon rare-earth deposition have been prepared and investigated by a combination of theoretical and experimental techniques. Thereby information concerning the surface periodicity could be extracted by diffraction measurements (LEED), whereas information about the silicide surface structure at the atomic scale could be obtained by STM and XRD measurements. The dispersion of the electronic states was measured by ARPES. DFT models allowed for the identification and assignment of a structural model compatible with the experimental results for the different silicide structures.

The deposition of one monolayer of rare-earth silicide results in a metallic, almost defect free RE$_3$Si$_2$ thin film. The uppermost Si layer can be thought of as a distorted honeycomb plane (silicenelike), in which one of the two Si atoms of the unit cell is displaced outwards. The resulting buckled surface is similar to the unreconstructed bulk Si(111) surface. The corresponding band structure shows metallic surface states related to both Si and rare-earth atoms, and allows for the interpretation of the chemical bond between the atoms. The Fermi level position lies almost at the conduction-band minimum of the Si substrate, which indicates a negligible Schottky-barrier height on $n$-type Si.

At higher rare-earth coverage, metallic multilayer structures such as silicides with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity can be observed. DFT models predict a silicide layer with RE$_3$Si$_6$ stoichiometry. The presence of Si vacancies in a planar, silicenelike film between two rare-earth planes accounts for the Si deficient stoichiometry. The Fermi energy position close to midgap for the multilayer structures confirms the experimental observation that the Schottky-barrier height rapidly increases with the film thickness.

At lower rare-earth coverage, submonolayer structures such as a termination with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity and RE$_6$ stoichiometry, as well as a phase $5 \times 2$ periodicity are formed, instead. While the phase with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity consists of slightly distorted rare-earth hexagons forming regular patterns on the unreconstructed Si(111) surface, the $5 \times 2$ structure is characterized by alternating Si honeycomb and Seiwatz chains oriented along the [101] crystallographic direction. The rare-earth atoms are located in the channels between the chains. While the formation of the silicide structures with $5 \times 2$ periodicity does not strongly affect the electronic properties of the substrate, the presence of the silicide layer with $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ periodicity strongly reduces the fundamental band gap to 0.23 eV.

The thermodynamically most stable models have been employed to calculate the corresponding electronic band structure, density of states as well as simulated STM images. The theoretical results are in qualitatively very good agreement with the corresponding measurements. Moreover, no qualitative difference between the silicide structures formed by different rare earths could be observed or predicted.

The relative thermodynamic stability of the different phases has been investigated by ab initio thermodynamics. Starting from the unreconstructed, clean Si(111) surface, first the $5 \times 2$ reconstructed submonolayer structure is formed, followed by rare-earth silicide monolayers (with $1 \times 1$ periodicity) and then multilayers (with $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity) for increasing rare-earth exposure and therewith increasing rare-earth chemical potentials. In the experiment, on the other hand, a rather complex scenario of partly coexisting structures with different periodicities and stoichiometries as well as partially irregular domain boundaries is observed. Inhomogeneous rare-earth coverages, surface steps, kinetic limitations as well as unavoidable temperature gradients create very peculiar thermodynamic conditions locally favoring certain silicide phases. This is in particular obvious for the $2\sqrt{3} \times 2\sqrt{3}$ reconstructed structure, which is energetically less favorable than the $5 \times 2$ structure.

The combination of theoretical and experimental techniques employed here to assign structural models to the observed silicide thin films on the Si(111) surface is expected to be very helpful to investigate further silicide nanostructures on differently oriented Si substrates. On the Si(111) surface, recently a structure consisting of elongated domains with $2\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ periodicity has been observed for multilayer rare-earth coverage, which seems to be structurally similar to the $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$ multilayer structure reported here [74]. Also a $2 \times 1$ structure consisting of elongated islands was observed for multilayer rare-earth coverage, but its atomic structure is still unresolved [10,12,60,67]. On the Si(557) surface, which is vicinal to the Si(111) surface, the step-induced
formation of nanowires was found, consisting of RESi$_2$ monolayer or RE$_2$Si$_5$ multilayer stripes on the Si(111) terraces with widths of a few nanometers. On the Si(001) surface, besides the formation of strongly anisotropic $4 \times 2$ and $7 \times 2$ reconstructions, the growth of silicide nanowires is observed, which have cross sections on the nanometer scale, but lengths sometimes exceeding micrometers [13–19]. The nanowires are assumed to consist of the same hexagonal RESi$_2$ material as the silicide monolayers studied here. A theoretical analysis of such nanowire structures will be a fascinating task for future studies.
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